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2015
A Year of Progress



   The American Financial Services Association continued to grow as an advocate for the financial 
services industry in Washington and state capitals.

  In 2015, 45 new organizations joined AFSA.
  AFSA represents virtually every major player involved in indirect vehicle financing.
   In total, the AFSAPAC raised $657,000 in 2015. Contributions continued to increase in 2015 with a record-setting 

70 members of the Chairman’s Club, each contributing $5,000.  More than $163,565, or 25 percent of the AFSAPAC 
total, was the result of employee contribution programs.

   AFSA regularly engaged with the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) to ensure its 
members’ voices were heard on key issues.

   On April 24, AFSA participated in a series of roundtables convened by the CFPB to get the industry’s perspective 
on the Bureau’s forthcoming small-dollar lending regulation. AFSA executives emphasized the potential for 
adverse consequences should the Bureau lump traditional installment loans in with payday and other forms of 
short-term credit.

   On July 1, AFSA staff met with CFPB Director Richard Cordray to discuss the status of the Bureau’s threatened fair 
lending enforcement actions related to automotive dealer reserve. The parties discussed ways to move forward 
together in the interest of achieving a global solution. 

   On September 5, AFSA sent a letter to the CFPB emphasizing that the information in the Bureau’s Consumer 
Complaint Database is not always correct and thus not reliable. As a result, AFSA wrote that the CFPB should not 
“normalize” the data. AFSA wrote to the Office of the Inspector General (OIG) asking that the inspector general 
examine the CFPB’s proposal to “normalize” the data in the complaint database. AFSA’s letter also asked the 
inspector general to examine other CFPB activities, such as the CFPB’s use of Civil Investigative Demands. 

   On Sept. 29, members of the AFSA Board of Directors met with CFPB Director Cordray and Associate Director 
David Silberman to review the Bureau’s March 2015 proposal to “end payday debt traps.” AFSA representatives 
acknowledged the CFPB’s efforts to preserve access to traditional installment loans as a responsible form of 
consumer credit. They also expressed the association’s desire to continue a dialogue on how to achieve the 
agency’s stated objective of ensuring that underwriting based upon creditworthiness becomes the norm rather 
than the exception in the small-dollar marketplace. Building upon this common ground, AFSA proposed several 
areas where the CFPB might consider revising the restrictions under consideration.

   AFSA staff participated in the first-ever CFPB Ombudsman forum to hear from the industry about issues with 
CFPB activity, including its consumer complaint process and its supervisory and enforcement divisions processes. 
AFSA continues to work with the ombudsman’s office to address member issues with the CFPB. 

   AFSA held a webinar for its members with the CFPB’s Consumer Response team to hear directly from the CFPB 
about its new policy to post the consumer complaint narratives it receives on its Public Database. 
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   AFSA continued to work closely with legislators to ensure they understand its members’ 
businesses.

   AFSA worked closely with the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) to build a bipartisan base of 
support for H.R. 1737, the Reforming CFPB Indirect Auto Financing Guidance Act of 2015, which passed the 
House Financial Services Committee by a 47-10 vote on July 29. The legislation would rescind the CFPB’s 2013 
bulletin Indirect Auto Lending and Compliance with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and direct the CFPB to consult 
stakeholders and other federal agencies as well as study the impact on consumers and businesses before making 
new policy impacting the auto finance marketplace.

   AFSA staff testified before the House Financial Services Committee at a hearing on “Examining Regulatory Burdens 
on Non-Depository Financial Institutions.” Topics ranged from small-dollar loans to new mortgage disclosures to 
vehicle finance.

   AFSA’s State Government Affairs Department continued providing new resources for members 
and, through direct advocacy, scored a number of legislative and regulatory victories.

   A two-year effort by AFSA, its members, and industry colleagues led to the successful enactment of collections 
reform legislation in West Virginia, which was arguably the worst state in which to collect a debt. SB 542 made 
much needed common sense revisions to provisions that are frequently the subject of litigation in the state.

   AFSA submitted comments to the Texas Office of the Consumer Credit Commissioner (OCCC) regarding draft 
amendments to plain language contracts for motor vehicle retail installment sales. The OCCC updated the 
proposed rule’s language to address some of AFSA’s key requests. 

   AFSA and other interested parties expressed concerns with proposed legislation in Arkansas and Colorado that 
would prohibit interchange fees on non-federal taxes. Both bills died upon the legislature’s adjournment.

   The American Association of Residential Mortgage Regulators (AARMR)’s semi-annual newsletter featured an 
article co-authored by AFSA Senior Vice President Danielle Fagre Arlowe on homeowner’s association (HOA) 
assessment superliens. AFSA also produced talking points and a white paper on the topic and joined industry 
peers as signatories to a joint trade association statement of principles opposing HOA superliens.

   AFSA submitted written opposition to two pieces of legislation in New Mexico that would have imposed a 
restrictive Annual Percentage Rate cap on small-dollar loans in the state. Both bills died in committee. AFSA 
also participated in the New Mexico legislature’s study group on consumer lending practices. AFSA’s feedback 
emphasized the benefits of traditional installment loans and the negative effect of this type of legislation.

   Monthly white papers addressed topics such as vehicle franchise legislation with ancillary product provisions; 
rate cap legislation; data breach issues; a host of state attorney general issues; and military lending.

   AFSA developed many new resources for members, including talking points on topics such as vehicle repossession, 
Pew Trust’s Payday Lending in America report, and interchange fees on non-federal taxes; and issue briefs on 
payment innovations, payroll cards, tribal lending, and foreclosure moratoriums.

   AFSA compiled state attorneys general top consumer complaints lists, created a chart of state laws prohibiting 
credit discrimination based on military status, and updated a previously-developed chart on state use of Dodd-
Frank enforcement authority. AFSA also continued its tracking of municipal vacant property ordinances and 
small loan zoning ordinances.

   The National Title Solutions Forum Committee formed a working group to provide states with guidelines for their 
electronic titling systems to accommodate leasing programs.
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   AFSA expanded its public communications to enhance the industry’s image and draw attention 
to critical issues.

   AFSA was cited in numerous news articles in outlets including American Banker, The Wall Street Journal, The New 
York Times, Bloomberg, Reuters, and Automotive News.

   AFSA op-eds were published in Inside Sources on the auto lending industry, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, and 
the American Banker BankThink blog to emphasize the differences between traditional installment lending and 
payday lending. 

   When the National Defense Authorization Act was under consideration, AFSA undertook an intensive two-week 
public outreach campaign targeting eight key senators to highlight problems with proposed changes to the 
Military Lending Act. The outreach resulted in an AFSA op-ed in The Hill and several op-ed articles in newspapers 
around the country promoting an amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act that would restrict the 
changes.

   AFSA developed a feature article explaining the differences between traditional installment loans and payday 
loans with the Family Features Editorial Syndicate Network. The article, The Lowdown on Loans, was published in 
approximately 1,050 print and online newspapers throughout 48 states, reaching millions of readers.

   AFSA launched a website in early February to share consumers’ positive stories with installment loans and provide 
factual information on the product. Many AFSA members have shared their customer’s stories, and the site has 
become a resource for consumers and journalists looking for information about installment loans. Members are 
invited to share their customers’ testimonials and community stories with AFSA Communications for posting to 
www.installmentloanswork.com.

   In the fall, AFSA launched a rapid response network via Twitter to draw attention to positive industry articles 
and highlight the benefits of traditional installment loans and vehicle finance. The association’s AFSA_DC Twitter 
account has more than 625 followers and the association’s engagement has increased exponentially since the 
rapid response began. 

   In its June 2015 newsletter, the American Association of Residential Mortgage Regulators (AARMR) published 
an article co-authored by AFSA on the consequences arising from reinterpreting homeowners association super 
liens to grant it a true priority status. 

   Compliance and training remained a priority for AFSA and its membership.

   More than 70 member companies are using AFSA University, an online compliance training program on consumer 
finance federal laws and regulations, with approximately 18,000 company employees enrolled in the program. 
AFSA continues to work with members to enhance the AFSA University library and hold quarterly calls to discuss 
compliance training best practices. 

   The Operations & Regulatory Compliance Committee (ORCC) conducted a compliance cost survey. Survey 
responses indicated that compliance budgets have grown substantially over the past three years, and 83 percent 
of respondents indicated they plan to expand compliance personnel in the upcoming year. 

   The ORCC and Law Committee formed a joint working group to suggest response procedures for AFSA members 
to follow in the event of a cybersecurity incident or breach.

   The final day of the AFSA Annual Meeting was dedicated to compliance and featured a former enforcement division 
executive at the CFPB, roundtable discussions, and details on how some AFSA members are implementing their 
compliance management systems and vendor management programs within their companies.
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   AFSA conducted webinars on 2015 federal and state legislative priorities, social media, credit reporting, the 
Department of Defense’s amendments to the Military Lending Act, and the Federal Communication Commission’s 
recent declaratory rulings on the Telephone Consumer Protection Act. Upcoming webinar topics include debt 
collection considerations for creditors, and strategic compliance budgeting and forecasting. 

   More than 300 licenses were purchased by member companies for the BOB (Branch Operations Basics) online 
training program in 2015.

   AFSA filed legal briefs and provided analysis to members on important industry legal cases.

   In Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs, et al. v. The Inclusive Communities Project, Inc., the U.S. 
Supreme Court confirmed that disparate impact claims are allowed under Fair Housing Act. In its decision, the 
court included safeguards that it hoped would both protect defendants from meritless cases and avoid injecting 
race into all decision making or requiring racial quotas. The case does not apply to the Equal Credit Opportunity 
Act (ECOA), but could bolster the CFPB’s and Department of Justice’s enforcement actions brought under ECOA. 
AFSA filed a joint amicus brief in the case and provided analysis to members on the Supreme Court’s ruling.

   The Supreme Court issued an unfavorable decision in a bankruptcy case, Harris v. Viegelahn, in which AFSA 
participated as an amicus. The court held unanimously that the debtor who converts to Chapter 7, not the 
creditors, is entitled to a return of any post-petition wages not yet distributed by the Chapter 13 trustee.

   In Sanchez v. Valencia Holding Company, LLC, the California Supreme Court affirmed the use of the state’s 
unconscionability law to determine the validity of arbitration agreements, but declined to invalidate the 
agreement before it. The decision is a victory for the proponents of arbitration, and will impact many other 
arbitration cases. AFSA had filed an amicus brief asking the court to take this case. 

   AFSA launched several new ventures to increase the value of its membership.

   AFSA and its member companies developed a set of Fair Lending Principles that support a pro-consumer, 
industry-wide solution to the CFPB’s concern with alleged disparities in vehicle finance.

   AFSA and the National Automotive Finance (NAF) Association co-sponsored the 2015 Non-Prime Automotive 
Financing Survey, a benchmarking tool to identify trends and guide policy decisions. Due to AFSA’s involvement 
in the survey for the first time, the number of participating companies doubled to 45 finance sources. 

   AFSA developed a Women’s Leadership Council to foster executive leadership and mentorship of top female 
talent in the financial services industry in an effort to identify, promote, and retain female leaders. The group held 
its inaugural meeting at the AFSA Annual Meeting. 

  Over 1,000 executives serve on AFSA boards and committees – an all-time high.

   AFSA conferences continue to provide invaluable content and networking opportunities.

   In February, AFSA held a “fly-in” for Independent member company executives to hear from regulators and 
advocate for the traditional installment lending industry in meetings with their home state congressional 
delegations and through a White House briefing. AFSA members articulated how small-dollar lending makes 
a difference in the lives of consumers and urged policymakers to weigh consumer protections with promoting 
access to affordable credit.
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   The 19th Annual Vehicle Finance Conference had the highest attendance ever, with sponsors and exhibits also 
setting new records in support and attendance. The conference opened with a panel of economists discussing 
the state of the auto finance marketplace and highlighting potential areas for growth. Robin Chase, Founder & 
CEO of Buzzcar and Co-Founder and former CEO of Zipcar, discussed technology market “disrupters” affecting the 
vehicle space and beyond. A panel of top CEOs noted the important role digital technology plays in the evolving 
auto finance space and how they have seen growth in the leasing market. 

   AFSA’s Annual Independents Conference & Expo had one of its best years, with robust attendance, sponsorships, 
and exhibitors. The conference featured former White House Correspondent for ABC News Ann Compton, and 
political satirist and author P.J. O’Rourke. Other sessions covered alternative data, compliance risk, human 
resource issues, CFPB compliance, and the McGladrey survey results.  

   Celebrating 25 years, the Credit Summit for Fixed Income Investors attracted the most investors and analysts in 
the past five years. Educational panels covered auto lending and credit cards, while economic experts discussed 
the effects of the strengthening U.S. dollar on the industry and the effect of the U.S. economy globally.  

   Attendance by both industry and regulators increased at the 17th Annual State Government Affairs & Legal Issues 
Joint Forum with the National Association of Consumer Credit Administrators (NACCA). Industry attendance rose 
nearly 10 percent from the previous year, with near record high attendance for NACCA. Topics included consumer 
credit and identity fraud, credit scoring trends, subprime auto finance, social media, and the economy.

   For the sixth consecutive year, AFSA and the National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) co-sponsored 
an executive forum of top executives from major indirect auto finance companies and leaders of the nation’s 
franchised automobile dealers. Guest speaker Rep. Ed Perlmutter (D-CO) explained why he supports H.R. 1737: 
Reforming CFPB Indirect Auto Financing Guidance Act and why the bill is important. Tom Goldstein, Partner at 
Goldstein and Russell, P.C., and Publisher of the SCOTUSblog, discussed the Supreme Court’s ruling upholding 
disparate impact theory in the Fair Housing Act and how it relates to the CFPB’s use of the theory in automotive 
finance under the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. 

   AFSA’s 99th Annual Meeting was a great success, as attendance and interest continues to increase. Keynoter 
Major Garrett, Chief White House Correspondent for CBS News, shared his insight on covering politics in the 
digital age and the 2016 presidential campaign. Sessions highlighted the important role innovation will play in 
the financial landscape and the value that open, honest communication with regulators will have in the coming 
years. AFSA’s first ever Spotlight Compliance, focusing an entire day of sessions on compliance-related issues, 
received rave reviews.

   The AFSA Education Foundation (AFSAEF) continued to increase the scope of its financial literacy 
efforts to benefit consumers.

   MoneySKILL®, the AFSA Education Foundation’s free online personal finance course, continues to increase its reach 
each year, with teachers from all 50 states and several foreign countries enrolling more than 655,000 students. 
Top states currently enrolling students are: Texas, New York, New Jersey, California, Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee, 
Wisconsin, and Georgia. 

  Eleven AFSA members offer MoneySKILL to their customers, reaching more than 3,000 individuals.
   In September, AFSAEF began a study administered by Dr. Lewis Mandell to examine the impact and effectiveness 

of MoneySKILL on the financial knowledge and attitudes of high school students.
   A high quality video, funded by OneMain Financial, highlighting MoneySKILL and its benefits to the industry, 

educators, and students, debuted at AFSA’s Annual Meeting.
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   In March, foundation staff attended a meeting with executives from the CFPB’s Office of Financial Education to 
discuss partnership opportunities.

   In early 2015, AFSAEF president & CEO Susie Irvine testified about the importance of financial literacy before 
the Arizona Senate Committee on Financial Institutions and the Arizona House Banking and Financial Services 
Committee. Irvine also met with Arizona State Treasurer Jeff DeWit to discuss MoneySKILL.

   The foundation began promoting AFSA members’ financial literacy efforts and trends within financial literacy via 
Twitter and Facebook. 

   In October, a new online quarterly newsletter was launched to highlight teachers and developments within 
MoneySKILL. 

   The EDGE – Education, Development, Growth and Enrichment – program continues to grow, with 110 participants 
from 19 AFSA member companies. Held at Mercer University in Atlanta, the program provides high-quality 
management training classes for the consumer finance industry. Many AFSA representatives volunteered their 
time as instructors and shared their personal formulas to be successful in a fast-paced and ever-changing 
environment.

   The AFSA Leadership Development Program held at the University of North Carolina, was a success as 35 
aspiring leaders attended from 14 AFSA member companies. This fast-paced program allows participants to 
become immersed in principles of management and leadership through class discussions, case study analyses, 
negotiations, presentations, experience change simulation, and the outdoor team-building exercise.

   AFSAEF introduced MoneySKILL to the several state standards that include a financial literacy requirement for 
high school graduation. 

   Partnering with ResCare, the nation’s largest providers of services for the unemployed and underemployed. 
AFSAEF staff will train 3,000 ResCare employees to use MoneySKILL when counseling more than 700,000 job 
seekers.
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